Above: Visitors flood into Hall Q - new this year at BTME

The feeling among those who attended was that BTME 2000 was the busiest they had ever experienced.

Top: Reliving that 'Abbey Road' experience.

Middle: Some guests really entered into the 60s groove

Above: Can you name the famous Course Manager who is the centre of all the attention?
Above, "Paul" and "John" had everyone a twistin' and a shoutin'.

Right: "Ringo" enjoys his evening.

Below: The Cavern Club or BTME Banquet? Who could tell the difference?

Above: BIGGA’s Golden and Silver Key supporters were thanked at the Chairman’s Lunch which was attended by Sir Michael Bonallack and Simon Weston.

Above: Textron’s Nigel Church passes on some valuable advice during the Machinery Workshop in the Majestic Hotel.

Left and Below: Simon Weston held the attention of the large audience with his moving account of the incident which changed his life and how he has emerged from it a better person.

Above: The Design and Construction Workshop saw some wonderful plasticine models produced.